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### Presidential Session

**The state and enterprise: Legacy and future strategy**

Grietjie VERHOEF

Franco AMATORI——— The experience of State-owned enterprise in Europe over the past century

Price FISHBACK——— How Successful Was the New Deal? The Microeconomic Impact of New Deal Spending and Lending Policies That Influenced Policy Responses to the Great Recession

Takeo KIKAWA——— The state and enterprise: The perspective from Japan’s energy industry

Pui-Tak LEE——— The Capitalist Dilemma in China’s Communist Revolution: The Shanghai Bankers in Hong Kong, 1948-1951

Aldo MUSACCHIO——— The Resilient Leviathan: The State as an Owner, Manager, and Entrepreneur Since World War

Tirthankar ROY——— The British Empire and the Economic Development of India 1850-1950

Andrey YUDANOV——— The Exponential Growth of Russian Gazelle Firms: Can the State Take Advantage of It?

Discussant: Louis GALAMBOS

---

### Long-term trends in China’s economy

Thomas G. RAWSKI

Kenneth POMERANZ——— Late imperial institutions and modern Chinese development

Thomas G. RAWSKI——— Not From 1978 Alone: How History Shapes China’s Recent Economic Trajectory

James Kai-sing KUNG——— Why was the Lower Yangtze More Prosperous (or Less Malthusian) in Late Imperial China?

Richard VON GLAHN——— Modalities of the Fiscal State in Imperial China

Discussants: Mio KISHIMOTO, Tuan-Hwee SNG, Peter H. LINDERT

---

### The Maddison Project: measuring economic performance across time and space.

Jutta BOLT, Debina MA

Ye MA——— Living standards in China between 1840 and 1912: a new estimate of Gross Domestic Product per capita

Xuyi XUYI——— Chinese National Income, ca. 1661-1933

Jean-Pascal BASSINO——— Revisiting Meiji Japan’s economic miracle: Evidence from sectoral prefecture-level GDP estimates (1874, 1890, and 1909)

Osamu SAITO——— Estimation of GDP per capita in early modern Japan, 1600-1874

Leticia ARROYO ABAD——— Growth under extractive institutions? Latin American per capita GDP in colonial times

Morten JERVEN——— Potential and pitfalls of historical national accounts for Africa

Jutta BOLT——— Rebasinng Maddison: new relative prices and the shape of long run global development

---

### Causes and Hurdles: Gender Equality in the development process

Lotte VAN DER VLEUTEN, Latika CHAUDHARY, Sarah Guilland CARMICHAEL, Selin DILLI

Carmen GRUBER——— Virtue or Vice? Women and work in post-war Japan

Sun GO——— Long-term economic impacts of early marriage during wartime: evidence from colonial Korea

Lotte VAN DER VLEUTEN——— The best thermometer: A Long run perspective on Indian gender inequality in British ruled states

Selin DILLI——— The best thermometer: A Long run perspective on Indian gender inequality in British ruled states

Sarah Guillard CARMICHAEL——— The best thermometer: A Long run perspective on Indian gender inequality in British ruled states

Melanie Meng XUE——— Textiles and the Historical Emergence of Gender Equality in China

Elise VAN NEDERVEEN M——— Between stereotype and reality. Colonialism and the position of Javanese women in long-term perspective (ca. 1600-1940)

Daniëlle TEEUWEN——— Between stereotype and reality. Colonialism and the position of Javanese women in long-term perspective (ca. 1600-1940)

Helen MACNAUGHTAN——— Creativity and Constraint: Assessing gender equality in Japan’s contemporary development

Bonnie SMITH——— Diversity, Convergence, and Intersectionality among Women in World History

Discussants: Latika CHAUDHARY, Janet HUNTER
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 13:30 | 1F ROOM F | Ancient Economic Development from Multiple Perspectives: Ecology, Institutions, and Evolution.  
Brooks A. KAISER, Roland OETJEN  
Thomas E. CURRIE ————The Cultural Evolution of Economic Growth: Testing competing hypotheses with a global, long-term historical database  
James FENSKE ————Is Africa Different? Historical Conflict and State Development.  
Anne Sophie Beck KNUDSEN ————The Bounty of the Sea and Long Run Development  
Brooks A KAISER ————Sustainable Development: A Long Run and Comparative View  
Stylianos MICHALOPOULOS ————Trade and Geography in the Origins and Spread of Islam  
Athanassios PITSOULIS ————The Empire Strikes Coins: Islamic Conquests, Iconoclasm and Debasement in Byzantium, 650-900 CE  
Roland OETJEN ————The Voluntary Provision of Public Goods in Greek Cities in the Hellenistic Period |
| | | How Financial Networks become Vulnerable to Crises: a Global and Historical Perspective  
Hugh ROCKOFF, Isao SUTO, John JAMES  
Michael BORDO ————Fiscal and Financial Crises (with Christopher Meissner)  
Anders ÖGREN ————Foreign capital and financial crises in Sweden, 1850-2000  
Antoine PARENT ————International Contagion of Short-run Interest Rates during the Great Depression  
Hugh ROCKOFF ————It is always the Shadow Banks: the Failures that Ignited America's Great Financial Panics  
Masato SHIZUME ————Making Credit Policy in Japan: Discounting of the Earthquake Bills by the Bank of Japan after the Great Kanto Earthquake in 1923 (with Takashi Nanji)  
Isao SUTO ————The Economic and Social Background of Directors and Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks: the Effects of the Great Depression  
Discussants: Etsuo ABE, Michael BORDO, Anders ÖGREN, Antoine PARENT, Hugh ROCKOFF, Masato SHIZUME, Isao SUTO |
| | | Crisis managers: international organizations and the turbulent 1970s  
Kazuhiko YAGO, Matthieu LEIMGRUBER  
Matthias SCHMELZER ————“Born in the corridors of the OECD”: The forgotten origins of the Club of Rome and the unraveling of the postwar confidence in economic growth  
Samuel BEROUDE ————“Positive adjustments”: the emergence of supply-side economics in OECD and G7 debates, 1975-1983.  
Teru NISHIKAWA ————Debate over International Monetary Reform in the OECD WP3 — Transition to a Floating Exchange Rate —  
Catherine SCHENK ————The accumulation of sovereign debt in the 1970s: Too many crisis managers?  
Piet CLEMENT ————Alexandre Lamfalussy, the BIS and the Great Inflation of the 1970s  
Ivo MAES ————Alexandre Lamfalussy, the BIS and the Great Inflation of the 1970s |
| | | Session Cancelled |
| | | Globalization, inequality and gender inequality and implications for the study of living standards and demography (19th and 20th centuries)  
Enriqueta CAMPS-CURA, Silvana MAUBRIGADES, Pula RODRIGUEZ  
Silvana MAUBRIGADES ————The lingering face of gender inequality in Latin America  
Maria CAMOU ————coauthor of the paper together with Silvana Maubrigades (presenter 1)  
Paula RODRIGUEZ ————Female labour force participation, inequality and household well-being in the Second Globalization. The Spanish Case.  
Enriqueta CAMPS ————The gender bias and children’s work: Spain, Latin America and Developing Countries in a long run comparative perspective.  
Discussant: Natalia MORA-SITJA |
The Innovative Firm
Knut SOGNER, William LAZONICK

Louis GALAMBOS—(with Robert Hogan, Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic) Historical and Theoretical Explorations in the Theory and Practice of Entrepreneurship
Jang-Sup SHIN—Innovation in Strategy and Organization for Building a Largest Emerging Market MNCs: Daewoo’s Se-kye-kyung-yung and its Implications
Andrea COLLI—The Ownership and governance of European large companies in the long run: at the roots of the innovative enterprise
Henrik GLIMSTEDT—Constructing International Markets, Shaping Global Innovation: Ericsson in the Formative Years of Competition over Mobile Internet Technologies
William LAZONICK—Innovative Enterprise: Foundation of Economic Analysis
Knut SOGNER—Corporate Capabilities vs. Systems of innovation: How firms in Norway got to be innovative
Per BOJE—Why Denmark became rich - On the history of the Danish innovation system
Yin LI—(With William Lazonick) China’s Path to Indigenous Innovation: How infrastructure investment, technology transfer and business enterprise transformed Chinese industry
Marie CARPENTER—Minitel, i-mode and iPhone: three innovative eco-systems in three decades
Jeff FEAR—The German National Innovation System and the Making of the Modern Mittelstand
Rajneesh NARULA—(With Tiju Prasad Kodiyat) How home country weaknesses can constrain further EMNE growth: extrapolating from the example of India

Urban labour markets in Europe and North America from the XVth to the XXIth century in Global perspective
Florent LE BOT, Isidro DUBERT, Yvan ROUSSEAU, Thierry NOOTENS

Florent LE BOT—Urban labour markets: general introduction
Claude DEDRY—Urban labour markets: general introduction
Corine MAITTE—Craft migrations, urban labour market and integration in the city of the glassmakers, XVth-XVIth centuries
Thierry NOOTENS—Contract, ‘Privileges’ and the Unprivileged: Wage Labour and the Civil Code of Lower Canada (Quebec), 1866-1900
Cristina BORDERIAS—Gender Gap in the Urban Labour Market integration. Barcelona XVIIIth-XXth century
Angels SOLA—Gender Gap in the Urban Labour Market integration. Barcelona XVIIIth-XXth century
Manuela MARTINI—Displacing south-Europeans workers in Western Europe. Migrants, intermediaries and the organization of gendered labour flow in the XIXth century
Mathieu SCHERMER—Migration and Social Mobility: Urban Labour Markets’ cornerstones? Glances from a Small Italian City in the Xvth Century
Isidro DUBERT—Labor markets and social mobility in urban Galicia (Northwest Spain), 1844-1920
Yvan ROUSSEAU—Adapting to urban life in the small industrial centres of Quebec’s St. Lawrence Valley, 1880-1930: Questions, hypotheses and preliminary data.

Discussants: Pierre-Yves DONZÉ, Kentaro SAITO, Shinji SUGAYAMA, Chiaki YAMAMOTO

Global Impact of Slave Trade and Slavery – a comparative approach
Matthias VAN ROSSUM, Karwan J. FATAH-BLACK

Filipa RIBEIRO DASILVA—Impact of Slave Trade in the Portuguese and Brazilian Economies: an assessment
Matthias van ROSSUM—Slave prices in the Dutch Asian and Atlantic slave trade, 1670-1800
Richard B. ALLEN—Slavery, abolition, and the Indian Ocean origins of modern global labor migration, 1770-1850
Tamira COMBRINK—Who profited from an eighteenth century cup of coffee? The reconstruction of the total surplus value of a slave-based commodity chain, and its contribution to the economy of the Dutch Republic.
Chris EVANS—Scandinavian metals in the Atlantic slave trade: was there an African ‘industrious revolution’?
Göran RYDEN—Scandinavian metals in the Atlantic slave trade: was there an African ‘industrious revolution’?
Chhaya GOSWAMI—Indian Plantation Investments and the Slave Trade at Zanzibar
Michael ZEUSKE—[tba]
Klas RÖNBÄCK—The slave trade and material living standards in pre-colonial West Africa

Discussants: William Gervase CLARENCE-SMITH, Karel DAVIDS
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13 5F ROOM 510

Chinese Public Finance: From military-fiscal state through the issues of common pool resources and foreign trade taxation to the emergence of public debt
R Bin WONG

Elisabeth KASKE———Taxing Sichuan Province: Changing Center-Province Relations in late Qing China (1850-1911)
William Guanglin LIU———The Song Military Fiscal State: Travel with Robert Hartwell in early modern Europe and Song China
Man WU———Studies on Chen Zhijian and Qianzang Canal Water Conservancy Order Tablet
Shigu LIU———Fishing common resources and the taxation system in Poyang Lake Region during the Ming and Qing Periods
Wenkai HE———Information and Discipline: The Monitoring of the Collection of Transit Duties on Domestic Trades in Qing China, 1740-1850
Diao U———The Research of Tea Trade and Taxation between China and Russia in the Late Qing Dynasty
Jinhua MA———A study on Local government debt in modern China (1840-1949)
Dong YAN———Introduction of Western instruments of public credit to China

Discussant: Philip HOFFMAN

14 5F ROOM 554

Economic History Textbooks in Comparative Perspective: Chronological and Geographical Issues.
Giovanni FAVERO, Paola LANARO, Michael W. SERRUYS

André VILLELA———Half a century of Brazilian ‘general’ economic history textbooks: An appraisal.
Humberto MORALES MORENO———60 years of economic history textbooks in México: 1954-2014. A historiographical approach. (with Miguel Reyes Hernandez)
Eyup OZVEREN———An assessment of economic history textbooks in Turkey: Content, approaches, and implications for economic history education.
Natalya A. ROZINSKAYA———In search of a Russian view: Russian economic historians on world development.
Sanjukta DAS GUPTA———An economic history of the Indian peasantry: A discussion of B.B. Chauduri’s “Peasant History of the Late Pre-Colonial and Colonial India”.
Preston PERLUSS———Chandler’s vision of efficiency and the American business paradigm of size.
Rick SZOSTAK———Why not an “Economic history” text?

Discussant: Mathieu ARNOUX

15 5F ROOM 555

The domestic integration of financial markets
Alberto FEEINSTRA, D’Maris COFFMAN, Rui ESTEVES, Christiaan VAN BOCHOVE

Rui ESTEVES———Legitimized Rent-Seeking in Late Ancien Régime
Veronica Aoki SANTOROS———Pre-Banking Financial Intermediation: Evidence from a Brokerage Law Reform in Eighteenth Century Marseille
Jérôme LOISEAU———Provincial capital markets and French absolute monarchy (XVIth-XVIIIth centuries)
Alberto FEEINSTRA———Converging cost of capital? Provincial borrowing in the Dutch Republic
Christiaan VAN BOCHOVE———Regulation and domestic payments infrastructures in pre-industrial financial markets
Saumitra JHA———Financial Asset Holdings and Political Attitudes: Evidence from Revolutionary England
Paul KOSMENTATOS———The Role of Bills of Exchange in the Contagious Transmission of the 1772-3 British Credit Crisis
Alex TREW———Banking and Industrialization: Country Banks and Secondary Employment Growth in 19th Century England and Wales (With Stephan Heblich)
D’Maris COFFMAN———Country Banks, Corn Markets and the Revenue: Fiscal Extraction during the Napoleonic Wars
Coşkun TUNCER———Stock market integration and capital flows in the periphery: the Ottoman Empire before 1914
The persistence of health and wealth over two centuries: Intergenerational social mobility in colonial South Africa

Johan FOURIE, Jeanne CILLIERS

Martine MARIOTTI: A history of settler fertility in South Africa
Jeanne CILLIERS: Intergenerational occupational mobility in South Africa
Sophia DU PLESSIS: The concentration camps of the Anglo-Boer War
Johan FOURIE: The health and wealth of the Voortrekkers
Christie SWANEPOEL: ‘Impending ruin’ or ‘remarkable wealth’: The role of private credit markets at the Cape Colony
Jeanne CILLIERS: Mobilities compared: health, wealth and occupations

Importance of Trade, Conflicts, and Neutrality for Small and Medium Powers from the 18th to the 20th Centuries

Jari A ELORANTA, Peter HEDBERG, Maria Cristina MOREIRA, Eric GOLSON

Jari OJALA: Swedish-Finnish Trade before Napoleon
Werner SCHELDTJENS: Baltic Relations between Portugal and Russia: Neutrality, trade and finance (1761-1831)
Jeremy LAND: US Trade as a Weak State, 1783-1860
Niklas JENSEN-ERIKSEN: No Room for Neutrality? The Uncommitted European nations and the Economic Cold War in the 1950s
Eric GOLSON: Neutrality and Warfare during the World Wars
Mehmet BULUT: Ottoman Empire as a Case Study of Neutrality and Trade
Peter SIMS: Small State and War: The case of Uruguay
Jason LENNARD: Impact of the First World War on Swedish Trade
Leos MULLER: Concept and Practices of Neutrality from the 16th to the 19th Century

Discussants: Jari OJALA, Toshiaki TAMAKI

Changes in the Market Economy in China: Mechanisms, Structure and Integration, 17th – 20th Centuries

Yuru WANG, Kent G. DENG

Kent G DENG: Causes of China’s Population Expansion during the Qing Period, 1644–1911
Yiming ZHU: The cultivated land research of Shandong, Qing Dynasty
Hong PARK: Economic Structural Change with Rural Industrialisation in China: The Southern Jiangsu Model, Past and Present
Yuna DENG: Research into Problems of the Rural Market in Henan Province in Qing Dynasty (Co-author Pro. Yuru Wang)
Man-houng LIN: Import Substitution of Opium in Late Qing China (1858-1906)
Yu GAO: Research of Late Qing China Northeast Grain Future Market
Hongzhong YAN: A Regional Investigation of the Operation and Development of the Chinese Currency Market: The Case of “Guoluyin” in Yingkou
Jianbing DAI: Study on the “expensive silver and cheap coin” in Qing China in the first half of 19th century
Jianhua MA: Financial Market Circles in Modern China with Analysis of an Exchange Hierarchy
Jianguo SUN: Cheap silver, expensive copper coins in abnormal situation of Qing Dynasty: Centered on Yellow River Flood in Kai Feng in 1941
Ning GONG: Why Overseas Chinese Achieve Success in the Pilipino Economy (1834-1942)
Chenghu LIU: Shanghai Businessmen and Trade Transition in Modern Northeast
Jiansheng LIU: A Research on Jin–merchants’ Joint-stock System
Xiqin ZHANG: A study on the Main merchant-Groups in Sino-Russia Border Trade Zone In Qing Dynasty
Shengmin SUN: Causes of China’s Population Expansion during the Qing Period, 1644–1911